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patient-derived model to test cancer therapies

Hélène Lê,1,2,5 Jules Deforges,1 Guoqiang Hua,2 Ysia Idoux-Gillet,2 Charlotte Ponté,2,3 Véronique Lindner,2

Anne Olland,2,3 Pierre-Emanuel Falcoz,2,3 Cécile Zaupa,4 Shreyansh Jain,1 Eric Quéméneur,1,*

Nadia Benkirane-Jessel,2,* and Jean-Marc Balloul1,*

SUMMARY

This work describes a patient-derived tumoroid model (PDTs) to support precision medicine in lung
oncology. The use of human adipose tissue-derived microvasculature and patient-derived peripheral
blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) permits to achieve a physiologically relevant tumor microenvironment.
This study involved ten patients at various stages of tumor progression. The vascularized, immune-infil-
trated PDT model could be obtained within two weeks, matching the requirements of the therapeutic de-
cision. Histological and transcriptomic analyses confirmed that the main features from the original tumor
were reproduced. The 3D tumor model could be used to determine the dynamics of response to antian-
giogenic therapy and platinum-based chemotherapy. Antiangiogenic therapy showed a significant
decrease in vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)-A expression, reflecting its therapeutic effect in
the model. In an immune-infiltrated PDT model, chemotherapy showed the ability to decrease the levels
of lymphocyte activation gene-3 protein (LAG-3), B and T lymphocyte attenuator (BTLA), and inhibitory
receptors of T cells functions.

INTRODUCTION

Lung cancer represents 18% of all cancer deaths.1 It divides into two subsets: non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) which affects 85% of lung

cancer patients and small-cell lung cancer (SCLC), which affects the remaining 15%. Forty percent of NSCLC patients present an adenocar-

cinoma.2 Nearly half of NSCLC patients are usually diagnosed at late stages.3 Consequently, the 5-year relative survival rate remains low, at

about 6%, despite the progress of chemotherapy, targeted therapy, or immunotherapy.4 Currently, the selection of the best treatment for

NSCLC is based on three important methods: (i) staging, (ii) histological subtyping, and (iii) molecular profiling. Sixty percent of adenocarci-

noma patients display amutation in driver genes, such as KRAS or EGFR.5,6 Identifying thesemutations has led to the development of tyrosine

kinase inhibitors targeting specificmutations (e.g., EGFR,MET, ALK, ROS-1.). Targeted therapies have helped improve objective responses

rate and progression-free survival compared to chemotherapy. However, 60% of patients can develop acquired resistance under the first and

second rounds of tyrosine kinases inhibitors, leading to disease progression.7 As adjuncts of chemotherapy and targeted therapy, immune

checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) have helped to improve patient’s survival further. However, less than 30% advanced-stage NSCLC patients are

responders to ICIs pembrolizumab as 1st line treatment.8

Several approaches have been designed to consider better patient-specific biological characteristics to drive the selection of the best

treatment option.9 In this context, patient-derived tumoroids (PDTs) have been explored mainly for their ability to recapitulate key features

of the tumor.10 However, important tumor-extrinsic factors such as stromal and immune cells have been missing, and the generation of PDTs

also involves non-human components, such as murine-based growth factors in Matrigelª.11–15 In this study, one of our objectives was to

represent the tumor complexity by incorporating cells mainly involved in tumoral progression and therapeutic responses. For that purpose,

PDTs were generated under scaffold-free conditions, as described by Seitlinger et al.,16 and in the presence of human pulmonary fibroblasts

that were shown at that time to be necessary to form consistent intact PDTs.16 Cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs) have been broadly

described in co-culture with tumoral patients’ cells,17 exploiting their role as regulators of the extracellular matrix.18 However, some limita-

tions were reported for integrating CAFs in the 3D model, particularly functional heterogeneity, strong pro-tumorigenic effects, and high-

immunosuppressive effects.19,20 This might negatively impact the prediction of response to treatment, and we thus explored another

approach based on a vascularized PDT model.
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Vascularization is an essential contributor to the tumoral microenvironment as endothelial cells produce different cytokines and growth

factors, which could play a significant role in tumor progression.21 Furthermore, blood vessels facilitate nutrients, oxygen, and drug delivery

to tumors. Microvessels derived from adipose tissue (ad-MVs) were shown to be able to form functional vascular networks.22 They not only

contain intact microvascular fragments, including arteriolar, capillary, and venule segments but also stromal and stem cells.23 The dynamic

interplay between PDTs and ad-MVs is key in the formation and function of human tumor surrogates because the vasculature system largely

controls tumor progression or metastasis,23,24 and at the same time, cancer cells are known to define vasculature remodeling.25,26

Histological and transcriptomic studies demonstrated that patients’ tumorigenicity and specificity were preserved in our PDT model

compared to the parental tumor biopsy. In addition, to better represent the immune component of the tumoral microenvironment (TME),

vascularized PDTs were cultured in the presence of patient (autologous) peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs). We could thus incor-

porate immune infiltration, trafficking, and potential cytotoxic activity of immune cells as readouts for the 3D tumor model. This report de-

scribes the key properties of a vascularized PDT platform supplemented with immune cells. Clinical constraints, including patients’ specificity

and the short time frame of therapeutical decisions, were taken in the system design.

RESULTS

Preservation of histological markers in vascularized PDTs

Vascularized PDTs were formed from different patient’s biopsies by co-culturing 5,000 patient’ cells and 5,000 Ad-MVs in ultra-low-attach-

ment plates (see STAR Methods). When patient-derived cells were cultured alone, no intact cells assemblies of PDTs and matched healthy

organoids could be generated from the primary tumor or healthy cell components (Figure 1A). With the addition of Ad-MVs, the success

rate of culture establishment from lung primary samples is 100%. These supportive cells really have an influence in the 3D formation of

PDTs and healthy organoids. The morphological organization of the vascular component within the PDT and in the primary tissue was

analyzed with anti-PECAM1/CD31 and UEA I-lectin, which are relevant probes for functional endothelial cells.27,28 The comparative histo-

logical analysis of primary tumor samples and corresponding vascularized PDTs confirmed similar spatial expressions for the two bio-

markers (Figure 1B).

Hematoxylin-eosin (H&E) staining demonstrated that vascularized PDTs retain major histological features of the primary tumor tissue. The

tumoroid model implemented was also able to reproduce original patient-specific tumor features; for patients 21T 414 and 21T 554, compa-

rable glandular morphology was identified on primary tissue and PDTs’ paraffin sections (Figure 2). Similarly, for patient 21T 469, the primary

tumoral tissue presented a higher necrotic area. Necrosis is associated with weak hematoxylin staining, and this feature was found in both

primary tissue and was well recapitulated in PDT sections for this specific patient (Figure 2). Histological analyses confirmed that these three

patients were lung adenocarcinomas (Table S1). Different biomarkers confirmed the general equivalence of primary biopsy and vascularized

PDTs, and hence the good overall reliability of the proposed model: TTF-1,29 cytokeratin-7 (CK-7 or KRT7),30 and mucin-1 (MUC-1)30 for lung

adenocarcinoma-associated markers and Ki-67 for cell proliferation (Figure 2, See also Figure S1). Besides those typical lung adenocarci-

noma-associated markers, we also checked for epithelial to mesenchymal transition markers, such as the expression of vimentin or the

loss of E-cadherin.31 The expression of E-cadherin was observed on both tumoral and normal patient cells, as previously reported.32 However,

the vimentin expression was found to be specific in tumor cells and was observed in both primary tissue and vascularized PDTs (See also

Figure S2).

Main markers of the TME were also assessed, particularly the extracellular matrix (ECM) with collagen type IV marker33 and immune cell

infiltration with CD45 marker. Collagen IV and CD45 labeling were observed in both the primary tissue and vascularized PDTs (Figure 2) but

with lower CD45 labeling in vascularized PDTs.

Transcriptomic signatures of vascularized PDTs are in line with primary tumor cells

We further performed comparative gene expression profiling to characterize the functional comparability of our PDT model. 30 RNA

sequencing allowed differential analysis of (i) tumor primary cells versus healthy primary cells and (ii) vascularized PDTs versus healthy organo-

ids. The differentially expressed transcripts between the primary tumoral cells and the healthy primary cells are displayed in Figure 3. We

chose a list of genes of interest specific to tumorigenicity reported in lung adenocarcinoma for the heatmap generation. Specific lung adeno-

carcinoma-associated biomarkers TTF-1, CK-7 (or KRT7), and MUC-1, already identified in IHC experiments, were also found at the mRNA

level. In addition to MUC-1, we could also find upregulated expression of MUC-21 and MUC-4 in primary tumor cells and matched PDTs

compared to primary healthy cells and matched healthy organoids, respectively. MUC-21 mRNA expression has been shown to present

high-mutation rates, and MUC-4 is described to play a role in the cell growth signaling pathway of lung adenocarcinoma.34 More cytokeratin

(KRT) family transcripts were overexpressed in the primary tumoral cells or PDTs compared to primary healthy cells or healthy organoids35

(Figure 3A). Cytokeratins are markers originating from the cytoskeleton of epithelial cells. They have a role in epithelial protection under

cellular stress and functions such as motility, signaling, growth, and protein synthesis.36 While they are expressed in tissues originating

from normal organs, they are also often present in those organ-specific tumors. However, they are overexpressed in tumor cells when

compared to the healthy cells. For example, among the cytokeratins’ family, KRT7, KRT8, and KRT18 are found abundant in carcinomas.37

In addition, we have also found other cytokeratins’ transcripts in patients’ primary tumor cells like KRT6A, KRT7, KRT8, KRT15, KRT17,

KRT18, and KRTCAP3. KRT6A, KRT17, and KRT18 are overexpressed in NSCLC and are markers to the positive diagnosis of NSCLC’ sub-

types.38 Similarly, KRT17 is overexpressed in many tumor’s types.39,40 KRT7 is significantly expressed in lung adenocarcinoma, concomitantly

to SLC34A2, MUC1, and NAPSA.41 This overexpression was also reflected on our PDT model compared to healthy organoids. The mRNA for
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NAPSA was observed in PDTs in accordance with the tumoral primary cells from patients 21T 414 and 21T 554. S100P mRNA was also over-

expressed in tumoral primary tissue and PDTs compared to healthy samples. They were previously observed in lung adenocarcinoma and are

involved in tumor development and metastasis.42 Thus, NAPSA, S100P, and others such as S100A7, S100A14, and S100A9 mRNA, were re-

ported to be significantly upregulated in lung adenocarcinoma.41 Our PDT model could accurately reproduce this significant upregulation

compared to healthy organoids.

The mRNA for epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EPCAM)43 was upregulated on primary tumoral cells and vascularized PDTs (Figure 3A).

Other common genes of tumor development were also maintained during the PDT formation process, such as CEACAM5 and CEACAM6.

Noteworthy, CEACAM5 is overexpressed in 20% of NSCLC patients and is now assessed as a therapeutic target for tusamitamab ravtansive

(SAR408701), an antibody-drug conjugate currently in phase 3 clinical trial.44 Regarding the SERPIN transcripts (SERPINA145 and SERPINE246),

which are involved in pathogenesis of lung cancer, SERPINA1mRNA could be detected in primary cells and organoids of patient 21T 414 and

SERPINE2 mRNA could be detected in patients 21T 554 and 21T 469. Even though their described role in lung pathogenesis, SERPIN tran-

scripts were not overexpressed in tumoral samples compared to healthy samples (Figure 3A). We showed a subset of genes commonly regu-

lated in primary tumoral cells and PDTs.

Altogether,most of these genes related to lung adenocarcinomawere upregulated in not only primary tumoral cells versus primary healthy

cells but also in PDT versus healthy organoids.

A

B

Figure 1. Formation, and organization of patient-derived 3D model

(A) Bright-field images, time-course (day 1 to day 7) analysis of tumoroid, and healthy organoid formation, from either tumor or normal cells derived from patient

biopsies, respectively, and in the presence or absence of adipose-derived microvessels (GAd-MVs).

(B) Comparative IHC staining for vascular biomarkers in 3 patients. Primary tissues were compared to corresponding vascularized PDTs at day 7 of co-culture.

Scale bars 100mm.
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In addition to these similarities, we still see a positive correlation between genes up or downregulated in primary tumor cells and in PDTs for

patient 21T 414 and patient 21T 554. Nearly half of the up and downregulated genes in PDTs for patient 21T 554, and more for patient 21T 414,

were found up and downregulated in primary tumor cells compared to primary healthy cells (dark blue and dark red dots in Figure 3B). Certain

genes were also found up and downregulated in primary tumor cells but not in the tumoroid model (pink and pale blue dots in Figure 3B).

Taken globally, the transcriptional expression level for all these described genes was similar in primary tumoral tissue and matched PDTs.

However, some variabilities were observed in certain patients for the RNA expression, such as TTF-1, which was not detected in tumoral cells

for patient 21T 414 but was detected in PDTs. For patient 21T 469, CEACAM6 was not detected in PDTs but in primary tumoral cells.

Regarding healthy organoids, they tend to downregulate lung cancer-associated genes compared to tumoroids. This downregulation was

also observed in primary healthy cells compared to primary tumor cells (Figure 3A).

Ad-MVs provided a dynamic vascular component to PDTs for assessing the sensitivity to antiangiogenic treatments

Adipose tissue-derived microvessels (Ad-MVs) were previously described as major supportive cells for cell culture,22,47 by providing different

perivascular cells in addition to endothelial cells, in particular smooth muscle cells, mesenchymal stem cells, and other stromal cells.48

Their presence in the tumor culture not only supports the formation of intact cellular assemblies but also offers an opportunity to directly

assess angiogenic properties in vitro49,50 and the activity of antiangiogenic inhibitors.51 We studied the typical morphology of Ad-MVs and

their ability to enhance some vascular network formation within our PDT model (Figure 4A). On day 7 of the PDTs formation, the vascular

Figure 2. Preservation of histological markers in vascularized PDTs and primary tumor tissue in 3 lung adenocarcinoma patients (21T 414, 21T 469, and

21T 554)

H&E staining of advanced lung cancer primary tissue sections and PDT on the left. IHC staining of lung adenocarcinoma biomarkers with anatomopathologists’

routine markers TTF-1, CK-7, and MUC-1. Ki-67 biomarker was used for cell proliferation. Vimentin, biomarker of mesenchymal phenotype and E-cadherin,

biomarker of epithelial cells were also assessed to study tumoral progression/invasion state. IHC staining of tumoral microenvironment (TME) biomarkers

such as collagen type IV for part of extracellular matrix (ECM) and CD45 for immune cells were studied.

See also Figures S1 and S2.
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network within the PDTs was characterized with UEA-1 lectin and CD31 staining. Co-localization of both biomarkers is observed, and lumen-

like structures could also be observed with confocal microscopy (Figure 4B). The presence of lumen is also confirmed with light-sheet micro-

scopy (See also Figure S3).

On day seven, PDTs were transferred into an insert containing a hydrogel matrix based on a fibrin gel as illustrated, and characterization of

endothelial cell structure was done52 (Figures 4A–4C). The use of matrix or hydrogel provides an in vitro approach to develop vascularization,

based on physiological processes such as angiogenesis.53 After 24 h on fibrin gel, some tip cells-like are out of the PDT. This represents the

first steps of angiogenesis, from the extension of an endothelial tip cell to forming new vessel branch.54 CD31 staining and UEA-1 lectin

confirmed that these de novo structures were made up of endothelial cells55 (Figure 4C). The projection view in XZ by confocal microscopy

further helps to visualize the presence of a lumen (associated with the lectin staining) (Figure 4C).

Starting from forming these de novo structures, the antiangiogenic treatment was applied to investigate its antiangiogenic potential. To

assess the Ad-MVs dynamic, we applied anti-VEGF or bevacizumab. Antiangiogenic effect was evaluated according to the following criteria:

(i) direct blocking of VEGF-A functions, (ii) inhibition or regression of new endothelial cell structures, (iii) alteration of vascular function, and (iv)

indirect effects on tumor cells.56 After 96 h of treatment with bevacizumab in vitro, the inhibition and regression of newly formed endothelial

A

B

Figure 3. Transcriptomic signatures of vascularized PDTs are in line with primary tumor cells

(A) Heatmap shows the main lung cancer-associated genes that are significantly upregulated in the tumoral primary cells versus healthy primary cells and in the

vascularized PDTs versus the healthy organoids according to the 30 RNA sequencing analysis.

(B) Scatterplot of gene expression analysis as log 2 value. Log2 fold change (l2FC) of mRNA steady-state level for primary tumor cells versus primary healthy cells

was plotted (x axis) against log2 fold-change for PDTs versus healthy organoid (y axis). The Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated for each of the three

patients independently.
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cell structures were detected, translating into less CD31+ cells surrounding the tumor core (Figure 5A). The quantification of CD31+ cells,

based on the mean fluorescence intensity, supported this qualitative observation (Figure 5B). Consequently, the cell viability of PDT,

measured via metabolic activity, decreased by about 50% under bevacizumab treatment (Figure 5C). We observed a significant decrease

of VEGF-A, the key effector of proliferation and migration of endothelial cells, vascular permeability, and the selection of tip and stalk cells57

(Figure 5D). Our data confirmed the functional value of our model assay, particularly to study the dynamic role of Ad-MVs in tumoroid phys-

iology and to analyze in vitro the impact of antiangiogenic drugs or treatments.

Tri-culture of patients’ cells, Ad-MVs, and autologous PBMCs permits to reconstitute a dynamic TME

Lung TME comprises different immune cell populations that actively participate in promotion or regression of lung cancer.21 Besides infiltration

of CD4+ and CD8+ T lymphocytes, the presence of intratumoral B cells is associated with a good prognosis.21,58,59 A key question was if PDT

model couldmaintain the immune cells from the patient biopsy.We previously showed (Figure 2) that lower levels of immune cells than the orig-

inal tumor were generally observed in our vascularized PDTs (See also Figures S4 and S5). This observation was also previously reported by other

studies.60 Due to the difficulty of retaining tumor-resident-immune cells over longer time in culture,61 an alternative approach was implemented

in this study to resupply the PDTs with autologous immune cells derived frompatient’s peripheral blood.60 The use of autologous PBMCs brings

functional relevance to the PDT model because they represent the actual status of circulating immune cells, including naive T cells and tumor-

reactive T cells, and they provide a dynamic vision of the TME, in particular for complex processes, such as infiltration and chemotaxis.62

A

CB

Figure 4. Ad-MVs provided a dynamic vascular component to PDTs for the generation of an in vitro anti-angiogenesis assay

(A) Study workflow (vascularized PDTs culture and Anti-VEGF treatment). In vitro anti-angiogenesis assay protocol is also detailed.

(B) Confocal images of endothelial cells and Ad-MVs organization within vascularized PDTs on day 7. UEA-I lectin is stained in rhodamine and CD31 is stained in

green (5/6-fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)). Left image is a 3D view of the PDT in a z-range of 60mm. The two other images (on the right and bottom) were taken

at objective 340, clearly showing the structure of the Ad-MVs with vascular lumen (highlighted by the presence of UEA-I lectin).

(C) Characterization of an endothelial tip cell that was formed 24 h after fibrin gel embedding. (Brightfield contrast photos and by IF). White arrows also show the

presence of a vascular lumen with the co-staining of CD31 and UEA-I lectin on the XZ plan.

See also Figure S3.
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A

D

CB

Figure 5. In vitro anti-angiogenesis assay provides a tool to study potential antiangiogenic effects

(A) Anti-VEGF was applied on vascularized PDTs embedded in a fibrin gel. After 96 h of treatment, characterization of de novo endothelial cells was performed

with co-staining of UEA-I lectin and CD31. Matched negative controls and isotypes were also shown. Scale bar: 100mm. Photos below are confocal images that

represent a remote view of the structures.

(B) ImageJ was used to count CD31+ cells (by fluorescence intensity) that could represent de novo structures. Statistics analysis was performed on the 5 patients

tested with t test (p < 0,05: *).

(C) Cell viability assay of mock and anti-VEGF-treated PDTs (n = 5). Statistics analysis was performed on the 5 patients tested with t test (p < 0,05: *).

(D) Graph demonstrated changes in secreted cytokines between mock in black and PDTs treated with anti-VEGF in gray (n = 5). IL-8 and VEGF-A showed

significant effect (increase and decrease respectively) (p < 0,05 determined by Student t test).
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A

D

E

F

C

B

Figure 6. Tri-culture of patients’ cells, Ad-MVs, and autologous PBMCs permits to reconstitute a dynamic TME to assess immune effect of

chemotherapy

(A) Workflow of the tri-culture. The first seven days of the culture, vascularized PDTs are developing in ULA plates before the tri-culture with autologous PBMCs.

IL-2 (cf. = 20 ng/mL) is added in cell culture media to maintain T cells from PBMCs. After 72 h of triculture, chemotherapy treatment is prepared and added in

100mL on top of infiltrated vascularized-PDTs and immune cells that are still in cell culture supernatant. After 96 h of treatment, the endpoint consists of cell

viability assay, immune cells infiltration and proteomics studies.

(B) Assessment of immune cells infiltration toward vascularized PDTs by flow cytometry with CD45+ marker (n = 6; 21269-007 in light pink, 21269-008 in yellow,

21269-013 in blue, 21269-020 in green, 22T 194 in pink and 22T 245 in black).
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Flow cytometry analysis for each patient-derived PBMCs allowedmeasurement of relative proportions and viability for each subpopulation

of sorted cells. It can be noticed that patients’ PBMCs profiles were very heterogeneous (See also Figure S6). Culture of PDTs with autologous

PBMCs was carried out for at least 72 h in order to allow efficient tumor infiltration (Figure 6A).63 After having checked the quality of PBMCs,

50,000 PBMCs were added for each PDT and then stimulated with IL-2. After 72 h of culture, the vascularized PDTs were harvested and disso-

ciated for flowcytometry analysis. PDTswere largely infiltratedby functional lymphocytes (Figures6Band6C), proportional to initial lymphocyte

counts. The threepatients, 22T194, 22T245, and21269-008, thatdisplayedhigher lymphocyte countswere thosewith immune-infiltratedPDTs.

On the other hand, patients with low-lymphocyte counts in primary tumoral tissue displayed fewer immune cells within PDTs. Our expla-

nation is that this translates the chemotactic properties of both PBMCs and signaling properties of tumor cells. Our results confirm that vas-

cularized PDTs enrichment, with autologous PBMCs, represents an efficient and reliable approach to the highly dynamic immune infiltration

process determining the patient-specific immune cell response.

Assessment of chemotherapy in a reconstituted tumor microenvironment

Combining cisplatin (cis) and pemetrexed (pem) is part of the standard of care treatment for lung cancer patients with no identified driver

mutations. It was reported that cisplatin could reactivate the immune cells to favor an antitumor immune response.64–66 To investigate

that, we treated immune-infiltrated vascularized PDTs with cis/pem following the timeline described in Figure 6A.

Cytotoxic effect wasmonitoredwith the cell viability assay after 96 h of treatment (i.e., day 15 after the initial surgical resection of the tumor).

Lipopolysaccharide (LPS) used as a positive control for activation of infiltrated PBMCs showed no viability decrease (Figure 6D). Cis/pem treat-

ment significantly decreased the viability of PDTs. IFN-g, a major effector cytokine released by CD8+ T cells, was detected in the supernatant

after LPS, notafter cis/pemtreatment. It is suggested that chemotherapy regimencouldhavebeen toxic toCD8+Tcells (SeealsoFigureS7).67,68

We then studied the immune cell dynamics of infiltration andmigration after 96 h of chemotherapy treatment. The analysis by flow cytom-

etry of immune-infiltrated PDTs confirmed a decrease of CD8+ T cells within PDTs under chemotherapy treatment (Figure 6E). Major pathways

of immunosuppression (BTLA, LAG-3, PD-1, and PD-L2) or T cells activation (CD27, CD28, CD80 andCD137) were engaged. Cis/pem regimen

largely decreased the expression of BTLA and LAG-3 (Figure 6F), as well as the levels of the four costimulatory molecules involved in T cells

activation CD27, CD28, CD80, and CD137 (See also Figure S8). Overall, our data highlighted the impact of chemotherapy on immune cell

infiltration and lack of T cell activation.

DISCUSSION

The technology of patient-derived tumoroids has now evolved to the point of constituting an innovative model in oncology, both for drug

discovery, and personalized medicine. These tumor avatars can reliably and usefully reproduce in vitro patient’s specific features. Our vascu-

larized immune-infiltrated PDT model has demonstrated its ability to maintain the morphological, histological, and molecular markers of the

primary tumor tissue in culture. It was reported that ex vivo growth, culture conditions, and time of culture could influence the formation of

PDTs.69 However, our data, including the very sensitive 30-RNA sequencing, confirmed that key molecular information for treatment selection

had been conserved during the cell culture procedures.

Such a co-culture of Ad-MVs and patient’s derived organoidsmainly was used inmetabolic disease or regenerativemedicine.25,70,71 To our

knowledge, this is the first report of the use of a vascularized immune-infiltrated patient-derived model in oncology. A previous study

comparing human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) with endothelial cells from adipose tissue concluded latter’ superiority to

form an optimal vascular network.72 Moreover, a-smooth-muscle-actin (SMA) biomarker was not detected on PDTs cultured with HUVECs,

which is a biomarker of vessel maturity.72 Our experiment analysis confirmed these observations (See also Figure S9). We believe that using

other cell types, such as fibroblasts or mesenchymal stem cells73,74 might broadly alter the transcriptional signature of PDT compared to the

primary tumor. Even though Ad-MVs are composed of different cell types, their contribution to providing a stromal tissue environment in the

3D model is well described, particularly for paracrine signals like secreting growth factors and cytokines that help dynamic cell interactions

within the PDTs,48,75 without changing drug response profile.

The next stepwould be to have a lumenization in the de novo structures (in the in vitro anti-angiogenesis assay). Longer culture timesmight

improve the formation of complex vasculature structure.76 Ad-MVs were shown to provide a high-vascularization potential for tumoroids en-

gineering and modeling to model the first steps of angiogenesis in vitro.77 The response to bevacizumab was functionally confirmed to ex-

pected effects, i.e., VEGF-A blockade. We could observe an increase in IL-8 for the patients tested. IL-8 is a known proinflammatory signal

molecule implied in angiogenesis and tumor growth. IL-8 stimulates tumoral cell proliferation and participates in the recruitment of endothe-

lial cells in the TME.78 Not surprisingly, anti-VEGF treatment acted directly on the vascular compartment and indirectly on the tumoral mass.

Figure 6. Continued

(C) Assessment of CD45+ cells by IHC in the conditions without PBMCs or with PBMCs culture. Scale bar: 100 m m.

(D) Cell viability assessment after 96 h of LPS and chemotherapy treatments without PBMCs and with PBMCs (n = 6).

(E) % of CD4+, CD8+, CD20+, and CD56+ immune cells are checked within PDTs cultured with autologous PBMCs.

(F) Proteins implied in immunosuppression (BTLA, LAG-3, PD-1, and PD-L2) were assessed in PDTs lysates with immuno-oncology panel 1 from Procarta Plex

technology in the 3 patients where level of proteins were detectable 21269-008, 22T 194 and 22T 245 (n = 3). Statistics analyses were performed by Student t

test (Significantly different (p < 0.05)).

See also Figures S4–S8.
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In our model of tri-culture (combining vascularized PDTs and PBMCs), chemotherapy treatment was cytotoxic toward both tumor cells and

PBMCs. We observed a reduced release of IFN-g and a decrease in trafficking and infiltration into the cohesive structure of the vascularized

tumoroid. Cis/pem treatment was shown to decrease BTLA, a recently discovered immunosuppressive receptor of the CD28 superfamily with

CTLA-4 and PD-L1/PD-1. BTLA interacts with its ligandHVEM leading to downregulation of the immune response by suppressing lymphocyte

proliferation.79 These data suggested that chemotherapy regimen could reverse the immunosuppressive TME. Multiple reports described

the depletion of immune cells.67,68 It might also be that autologous PBMCs only presented naive cells and did not interact with tumor antigens

yet. To better investigate the ability of chemotherapy to enhance the antitumor immune response, another solution relies on testing the pro-

tocol of tumor-reactive T cells generation from PBMCs described by Cattaneo et al.31 Another strategy would be to apply the drug prior and

then add fresh autologous PBMCs. It was described that chemotherapy could releaseCXCL chemokines to facilitate immune cell infiltration.80

Despite the absence of immune cells from the primary tumor, here we demonstrated the feasibility of culturing PDT with autologous immune

cells to propose amore relevant 3Dmodel.14 To keep in culture the tumor resident-immune cells, wewill work on adding IL-2 in the cell culture

media at the beginning of organoid generation.81

This study was the first and essential step to evolve toward a complete autologousmodel of PDT, wherever tumoral cells could derive from

a needle biopsy or surgical resection. Microvessels and lymphocytes derive from a marginal sampling of patient primary tissue, i.e., a small

sample of adipose tissue and regular blood sampling, respectively. We demonstrated that our model of PDT comprised themain parts of the

TME to apply to immunotherapy or onco-virotherapy. We also showed different sensitivity profiles to both antiangiogenics and chemo-

therapy within two weeks of culture. A short response time allows saving time for clinicians to have a well-informed therapeutic decision.

Limitations of the study

This studyhas showedthepossibility tovascularizePDTsusingAd-MVsand toperformthe in vitroanti-angiogenesis assay.Oneof limitationsof this

model is the absence of fully perfusable endothelial structures. In future, performing longer culture timemight improve the formation of complex

vasculature structure to mimic drug delivery.76 While we observe the infiltration of immune cells in the PDTs, this model couldn’t capture the im-

mune-oncogenic activityby infiltratingTcells. This couldbe improved further by addingcytokines togenerate immunogenicity andbymaintaining

T cells for longer culture periods through the use of pleiotropic agents like IL-2. Another issue is sourcing of the amount of biopsy materials and

access to clinical data such as PD-L1 status, anatomopathological profile and long-term patient follow-up to consolidate the in vitro observation.
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Antibodies

Rabbit anti-TTF-1 Abcam Cat# ab76013; RRID: AB_1310784

Rabbit anti-Ki-67 LS Bio Cat# LS-B13463-100

Mouse anti-MUC-1 Novocastra Cat# NCL-MUC-1-CORE; RRID: AB_564117

Mouse anti-CK-7 Nordic Biosite Cat# BSH-2018-100

Rabbit lectin-rhodamine Vector Laboratories Cat# RL-1062; RRID: AB_2336769

Mouse anti-CD31 Cell Applications Cat# CB13678

Goat anti-collagen type IV Merck Cat# AB769; RRID: AB_92262

Rabbit anti-e-cadherin Cell Signaling Cat# 3195; RRID: AB_2291471

Mouse anti-vimentin DAKO Cat# M0725; RRID: AB_10013485

Rabbit anti-CD45 Cell Signaling Cat# 13917S; RRID: AB_2750898

Rabbit anti-⍺-SMA Cell Signaling Cat# 19245; RRID: AB_2734735

Anti-CD45 V450 BD Biosciences Cat# 560367; RRID: AB_1645573

Anti-CD3 AF700 Biolegend Cat# 317340; RRID: AB_2563408

Anti-CD14 V500 BD Biosciences Cat# 561391; RRID: AB_10611856

Anti-CD16 FITC BD Biosciences Cat# 335035; RRID: AB_2868680

Anti-HLA DR APC Cy7 Biolegend Cat# 307618; RRID: AB_493587

Anti-CD4 PE BD Pharmingen Cat# 555347; RRID: AB_395752

Anti-CD8 BV650 Biolegend Cat# 301042; RRID: AB_11125174

Anti-CD20 PE Cy7 Miltenyi Cat# 130-111-340; RRID: AB_2656074

Anti-CD56 PE Cy7 Miltenyi Cat# 130-113-313; RRID: AB_2726091

Anti-CD11c PE Cy5 Biolegend Cat# 301610; RRID: AB_493578

Biological samples

Human tumor tissue samples This study N/A

Human peri-tumoral tissue samples This study N/A

Human blood samples This study N/A

Adipocytes-derived microvessels (Ad-MVs) Advanced Solutions�, Manchester NH, USA https://www.advancedsolutions.com/

microvessels

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

PBS Sigma Cat#W3500

DMEM-F12 Gibco Cat#12634028

Amphotericin B Gibco Cat#15290026

Penicillin-Streptomycin Sigma Cat# V900929

Collagenase I Worthington biochemical Cat#LS004217

DNAse I Worthington biochemical Cat#LS002138

Elastase Worthington biochemical Cat#LS002290

Hyaluronidase Worthington biochemical Cat#LS002594

RPMI 1640 Thermofisher Scientific Cat#11879020

Foetal Bovine Serum (FBS) Gibco Cat#10099141

Gentamycin Sigma Cat#G1272

B-27 Thermofisher Scientific Cat#17504044

Human-recombinant VEGF-165 Thermofisher Scientific Cat#PHC9394
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

DMEM high glucose Gibco Cat#41966-029

Ficoll Paque Plus reagent Cytiva Cat#17144003

DMSO Sigma Cat#2650

FGF-2 Merck Cat#01-106

EGF Sigma Cat#E5036

HGF Sigma Cat#SRP60-14-10mg

Fibrinogen Sigma Cat#F3879-1G

Thrombin Sigma Cat#T6884-1KU

IL-2 Miltenyi Cat#130-097-744

Bevacizumab Selleckchem Cat#A2006

Cisplatin Merck Cat#232150-50mg

Pemetrexed Sigma Cat#SML1490-50mg

Accutase StemPro Cat#A1110501

Histogel Thermofisher Scientific Cat#HG-4000-012

H2O2 Sigma Cat#H1009

Goat serum Sigma Cat#G6767

Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) Sigma Cat#A9647

DAPI Sigma Cat#B2883

Triton X-100 Sigma Cat#T-8787

RIPA lysis buffer Thermofisher Scientific Cat#89901

Phosstop Roche Cat#04 906 837 001

cOmplete tablets Roche Cat#4693116001

Live/dead reagent Invitrogen Cat#L34955

Lipopolysaccharide (LPS) Escherichia Coli 0127:B8

Merck

Cat#L3129-10mg

Critical commercial assays

RNA extraction kit Qiagen Cat#74134

Agilent RNA 6000 Nano Kit Agilent Technologies Cat#5067-1511

Cell Titer Blue Promega Cat#G8081

Bond Primary Antibody Diluent Leica Cat#AR9590

Bond Wash solution 10X Leica Cat#AR9590

Post-Primary/ Novolink reagents Leica Cat#7161

Tyramide Signal Amplification (TSA) Perkin Elmer Cat#SAT701B

DC protein assay kit Bio-Rad Cat#500-0116

18-plex angiogenesis kit Invitrogen Cat# EPX180-15806-901

IFN-g ELISA kit Invitrogen Cat#KHC4021

14-plex immuno-oncology checkpoints kit Invitrogen Cat#EPX14A-15803-901

Deposited data

3’RNA sequencing This paper GEO: GSE240662

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Human lung tumoroids and healthy organoid samples This study N/A

Software and algorithms

GraphPad Prism Version 9.0 https://www.graphpad.com

(Continued on next page)
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Lê Hélène

(lhelene@live.fr).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

� 3’ RNA-seq data have been deposited at GEO and are publicly available as of the date of publication, under the accession number

GSE240662. Microscopy data reported in this paper will be shared by the lead contact upon request.

� This paper does not report the original code.
� Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Primary tumor and peritumoral tissues were obtained from NSCLC patients who underwent major lung resection for localized lung cancer in

the Thoracic Surgery Department of Strasbourg University Hospital. They were aged 18 years or older, and their written informed consent was

obtained the day before the surgery. As soon as the lung resection was performed, a 5 mm by 5 mm fragment was taken by an anatomopa-

thologist without interfering with the clinical pathological diagnosis. This study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki,

and approved by the Ethics Committee of Grand Est, France (CNRIPH n� 20.11.12.42058).
Clinical information is available in Table S1.

METHOD DETAILS

Human specimens

Samples of lung cancer were obtained by surgical resections at Hôpitaux Universitaires de Strasbourg, France, (6 patients) confirmed for their

tumoral status by anatomopathological analysis. Healthy lung tissue samples were also obtained from lung parenchyma from the tumor of

matched patients. Patients’ informed consents were managed by the Centre de Ressources Biologiques (CRB). Adenocarcinoma tissue sam-

ples paired with autologous whole blood were sourced from CRB, Strasbourg and Fidelis Research, Bulgaria. Ad-MVs were isolated from hu-

man subcutaneous adipose tissue and stored in liquid nitrogen by Advanced solutions�, Manchester NH, USA. Ad-MVs constitute the basis

of their human vascularization platform for the generation of 3D tissue and organoids, either in vivo or in vitro. These cell types can undergo

angiogenesis under induction to provide an intact microvasculature within 3D system, according to the supplier.

Tissue preparation and co-culture of PDTs and healthy organoids with ad-MVs

After reception, human samples were washed in PBS to remove blood excess, then enzymatically digested at 37�C and 5� CO2 for 1 hr, with

intermittent agitation (300 rpm). The enzymatic mix is composed of 20 mL of digestion medium (DMEM/F12 (ref. 12634028, Gibco), 0.4% am-

photericin B (ref. 15290026, Gibco), 1% penicillin-streptomycin (ref. V900929, Sigma), 500 mg/mL collagenase I (ref. LS004217, Worthington

biochemical), 25 mg/mL DNAse I (ref. LS002138, Worthington biochemical), 25 mg/mL elastase (ref. LS002290, Worthington biochemical),

100 mg/mL hyaluronidase (ref. LS002594, Worthington biochemical)). The media was then transferred to a Falcon tube through 70 mm cell

strainers. Strained cells were centrifuged, and pellets were resuspended in 1 mL of lysis buffer (Ammonium-Chlorure-Potassium (ACK)) buffer

composed of 0.1 mM EDTA, 150 mMNH4Cl, 10 mM KHCO3) to remove remaining blood cells. A second centrifugation was performed, and

Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Other

Fluorescence microscope Nikon Eclipse 90i

Confocal microscope Zeiss LSM Zeiss 800

HistoCore PEARL tissue processor Leica https://www.leicabiosystems.com/fr-fr/

equipement-dhistologie/traitement-

des-tissus/histocore-pearl/

BOND-MAX automated stainer Leica https://www.leicabiosystems.com/fr-fr/

ihc-ish/coloration-avancee-ihc-ish/bond-

max-fully-automated-ihc-and-ish-casino/
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the left cells were resuspended in 1 mL DMEM-F12 (ref. 12634028, Gibco). Other cells entering the composition of PDTs were prepared in

parallel. For the formation of tumoroids and organoids, cultured with ad-MVs, after the tissue preparation described previously, cells from

Advanced Solutions were thawed in the water bath then centrifuged at 400g during 4min. The ad-MVs pellet is then resuspended in RPMI

media (ref. 11879020, Thermofisher Scientific) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (ref. 10099141, Gibco), 1% gentamycin

(ref. G1272, Sigma), B-27 (ref. 17504044, ThermoFisher Scientific, Cf = 1X) and human-recombinant VEGF (ref. PHC9394, ThermoFisher Sci-

entific, Cf = 50ng/mL). We used the concentration of B27 and VEGF that were described by the supplier. Ad-MVs and patients’ dissociated

cells weremixed (5000 patient derived cells fromeither tumor sample or healthy tissue and 5000 Ad-MVs per organoid) in cell culturemedium.

As we mixed two different cell types, the cell culture media was composed of 50% of RPMI medium + 50% of DMEM/F12 supplemented with

10% FBS, 1% gentamycin, B27 1X and 50ng/mL VEGF) in each well of a 96-well U-bottom Ultra-low attachment (ULA) plate (ref. S-bio, Tokyo

Japan, or ref. Thermofisher Nunclon Sphera-treated). PDTs and healthy organoids are usually formed in a 3D shape after 7 days of incubation

at 37�C, 5� CO2. On day 3 of the culture, the media is changed to fresh media. This fresh media contains DMEM high glucose (ref. 41966-029,

Gibco) instead of DMEM-F12 which is usually used for seeding steps. Regarding the supplementary data Figure S9 describing the co-culture

of patients’ cells with HUVECs, HUVECs (Cat. C-003-5C) were split at low passage (P3-4). HUVECs and patients’ dissociated cells were mixed

(5000 patient derived cells from tumor sample and 5000 HUVECs per organoid) in cell culture medium. For this co-culture, the cell culture

media was composed of 50% endothelial cell culture media (ref. PB BH 100 9806, Pelo Biotech) + 50% DMEM-F12 supplemented with

10% FBS, 1% gentamycin and supplements from the endothelial cell culture.

RNA extraction and integrity

Prior to RNA extraction, organoids were pooled and washed in PBS before freezing at -80�C. Upon thawing, the lysis buffer from the Qiagen

kit was added to the Eppendorf. This is then transferred to a Miltenyi M-tube (ref. 130-096-335, Miltenyi) and lysis is performed using the RNA

extraction_01 program. A 1 min centrifugation at 1000rpm is performed before proceeding with the rest of the protocol from the supplier

Qiagen (ref. 74134, Qiagen).

RNA amounts are assayed with Nanodrop and RNA integrity is also checked on Agilent chips (ref. 5067-1511, Agilent Technologies). Prior

processing RNA samples, 50 ng of total RNA per sample were prepared. One sample per condition was processed to 3’RNA sequencing,

performed by Integragen.

3’ RNA sequencing. Pipeline for raw data processing

Raw paired reads generated by high-throughput sequencing were first processed using a bioinformatic pipeline developed with the tool

Snakemake.82 Briefly, 3 extra G added during library preparationwere removed from read 2 using trimmomatic.83 Then, the UniqueMolecular

Identifier (UMI) sequence was extracted from read 1 and appended to the name of the paired read 2 (extract function from the UMI-tools

package.84 Read 2 from each pair were thenmapped against the reference genome (GRCh37) with STAR.85 Readsmapped at a given position

of the genomewith identical or near identical UMI sequencewere deduplicated with the program umi_tools dedup, using themethod ‘‘direc-

tional.’’ Readcount per cellular gene was then determined with the program htseq-count, mode ‘‘union’’.86

3’ RNA sequencing. Read count normalization and differential gene expression analysis

To account for potential differences in sequencing depth between samples, the read count was normalized with DESeq2.87 A gene was

considered differentially expressed comparing two conditions if the adjusted p value (Benjamini and Hochberg method) was £ 0.1 and the

absolute fold change 23.

To assess the ability of the organoid model to recapitulate the transcriptomic signatures seen in primary tumor cells, log2 fold change

(l2FC) of mRNA steady-state level for primary tumor cells versus primary healthy cells was plotted (x-axis) against log2 fold-change for patient

derived tumoroid versus healthy organoid (y axis). The Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated for each of the three patients

independently.

Peripheral Blood Mononuclear cells (PBMCs) isolation

Autologous blood sample was delivered with tumoral tissue by CRB and Fidelis Research. Firstly, blood was diluted with an equal volume of

PBS andmixed slowly. A falcon with Ficoll Paque Plus reagent (ref. 17144003, Cytiva) was prepared and diluted blood was carefully overlayed

to begin density gradient separation. Centrifugation was performed with the break off (350g during 25 min). The PBMC layer was carefully

collected in another falcon.Once the density gradient separationwas done, threewashing stepswere performed to remove the contaminants

as described in the following step. PBS was added to the collected PBMCs, and centrifugation was performed without the break off (350g

during 8 min). After PBS washing steps, lysis buffer was added to remove the remaining blood cells (ref. R7757, Sigma). Then, centrifugation

was performed, and the cell pellet was resuspended in PBS. After PBMC isolation, PBMCwere cryopreserved in 10%DMSO (ref. 2650, Sigma),

20% FBSdiluted in RPMImedia, and stored at -80�C. Addition of PBMCs to PDTswas performed at day 7 and the infiltrationwas left for at least

72 hrs according previous methods.63 Timeline was created by BioRender (AN25ETXK99).
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In vitro anti-angiogenesis assay

On day 7 of the culture, inserts were prepared the day of the PDTs transfer. Fibrin gel is pipetted into cell culture inserts (ref. Thincert 665 610

Greiner Bio-One) that are placed in the 12 wells plate. Preparation of fibrin gel is described in a previous article by mixing fibrinogen (ref.

F3879-1G, Sigma, Cf = 5mg/mL), VEGF (ref. PHC9394, ThermoFisher Scientific, Cf = 500ng/mL) and thrombin (ref. T6884-1KU, Sigma, Cf =

4UI/mL).16 The inserts were then transferred in the incubator for at least 30 min, then, 600 mL of RPMI media supplemented with VEGF

(Cf = 50 ng/mL, ref. PHC9394, ThermoFisher Scientific), FGF-2 (Cf = 20ng/mL, ref. 01-106, Merck), EGF (Cf = 100 ng/mL, ref. E5036-500mg,

Sigma), HGF (Cf = 30 ng/mL, ref. SRP60-14-10 mg,Merck) and B27 (Cf = 1X, ref. 17504044, ThermoFisher Scientific) were added in the 12 wells

plate. After 30 min of incubation at 37�C, the formed tumoroids were laid on the fibrin gel for at least 24 h to observe the migration of endo-

thelial tip cells.

Culture of PDTs and PBMCs

Onday 7 of the culture, PBMCswere thawed and counted to start with the culture. PBMCswere culturedwith tumoral organoids at the ratio of

50,000 PBMCs for 1 organoid. To maintain T cells and help their proliferation, IL-2 was added in the RPMI media at final concentrations of

20 ng/mL (ref. 130-097-744, Miltenyi).

Preparation of drugs

Bevacizumab (ref. A2006, Selleckchem). The dose used for in vitro testing of bevacizumab was 250mg/mL according to Hein&Graver.88 The

drug was diluted in cell culture media and applied on fibrin gel containing tumoroids for 96 h.

LPS from Escherichia Coli 0127:B8 (ref. L3129-10mg, Merck). The final concentration used was 10mg/mL, diluted in DMEM cell culture

media.

Chemotherapy (cisplatin ref. 232150-50mg,Merck & pemetrexed ref. SML1490-50mg, Sigma). Cisplatin and pemetrexed stock solutions at

1 mM and 1.296mM, respectively, were prepared and reconstituted in DMEM culturemedium (ref. 41966-029, Gibco). Final concentrations of

cisplatin and pemetrexed used were 9 and 24 mM, respectively in 100 mL/well of the ULA plate. The PDTs were treated with chemotherapy for

96 hrs at 37�C, 5% CO2.

Cell Titer Blue Viability Assay

The viability of tumoroids was assessed with the CellTiter-Blue Cell Viability Assay (ref. G8081, Promega). This is a fluorimetric assay based on

resazurin reduction. When the drug treatment is stopped, the CellTiter-Blue Cell Viability Assay is incubated with the organoids for 24 h at

37�C. (The CellTiter-Blue Cell Viability Assay is previously prepared according to the supplier’’s recommendations). After 24 hrs, the medium

is transferred to a 96-well plate with a transparent flat bottom. Using a luminometer (TECANM1000), the fluorescence at (560Ex/590Em) was

measured. Viability tests were conducted on 6 organoids per condition and viability normalized to the untreated control (Mock).

Dissociation of PDTs +/- PBMCs for flow cytometry

After either 72 hrs of co-culture and chemotherapy treatments, PDTs were priorly washed in PBS and pooled in a 1,5mL tube. PBS was

removed and 300mL of Accutase (ref. A1110501, StemPro Accutase) was added. Up to ten resuspensions are done with low-binding tips,

then, the Eppendorfs were incubated at 37�C with permanent agitation during five to ten minutes. PDTs were dissociated into single cell cul-

ture and staining protocol for flow cytometry acquisition were performed.

IHC of patients’ primary tissues and PDTs

PDTs were fixed in 4% PFA and embedded in Histogel specimen processing gel (ref. HG-4000-012, ThermoFisher Scientific) before dehydra-

tion in the HistoCore PEARL. After paraffin inclusion, the blocks were sectioned on the Leica microtome at the size of 5mm. Then, immuno-

histochemistry (IHC) and standard hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining were performed on these sectioned slides. IHC staining was per-

formed on the LEICA Bond-MAX system using the tyramid signal amplification (TSA) method. The first steps of IHC are the dewaxing and

the antigen unmasking (either High pH buffer or citrate buffer during 20min). Saturation of endogenous peroxydases with 10min of incubation

in 3% H2O2 (ref. H1009, Sigma) and blocking step with goat serum for 30min (ref. G6767, Sigma) were performed. For collagen type IV (the

specie host is goat), we used 1% BSA (ref. A9647, Sigma). The following primary antibodies were prepared in Bond Primary Antibody Diluent

(AR9590, Leica) : anti-TTF-1 (dilution 1:250; ref. ab76013, Abcam), anti-Ki-67 (dilution 1:5000; ref. LS-B13463-100, LS bio), anti-MUC-1 (dilution

1:200; ref. NCL-MUC-1-CORE, Novocastra), and anti-CK-7 (dilution 1:300; ref. BSH-2018-100, Nordic BioSite), lectin (dilution 1:100; ref. UEA-1

lectin Vector Laboratories RL-1062), anti-CD-31 (dilution 1:250, ref. CB13678, Cell Applications), anti-collagen type IV (dilution 1:20; ref. AB769,

Merck), anti-e-cadherin (dilution 1:400; ref. 3195, Cell Signaling), anti-vimentin (dilution 1:1000; ref. M0725, DAKO), anti-CD45 (dilution 1:250;

ref. 13917S, Cell Signaling) and anti-⍺-SMA (dilution 1:100; ref. 19245 Cell Signaling). They were incubated for 1 hr at room temperature (RT).

The value of dilution is based on the concentration of the antibody in the stock solution and the concentration used. After 1 hr of incubation

with the primary antibody, secondary antibodies (or post-primary which is a rabbit anti-mouse IgG) and tertiary antibody (Novolink-polymer

which is an anti-rabbit Poly-HRP) were incubated during 30 min at RT sequentially (ref. 7161, Leica). The post-primary was applied for primary

mouse antibodies only. The final step was the signal amplification based on TSA using Perkin Elmer kit (ref. SAT701B, Perkin Elmer), for 10min

at RT. Cell nuclei were stained with DAPI (dilution 1:10000 in PBS; ref. B2883, Sigma) during 10min at RT. The washing steps were performed
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between each stepwith Bondwash solution 1X (ref. AR9590, Leica). H&E stainingwas performedon paraffin sections that were prior deparaffi-

nized in xylene and different solutions of ethanol. Coloration with hematoxylin and eosin solutions was done followed by dehydration with

ethanol 100% and xylene. Images were taken on the fluorescence microscopy Nikon Eclipse 90i.

Staining of the PDTs embedded by fibrin gel

After 24 hrs in fibrin gel, the PDTs embedded by fibrin gel were prior fixed with 4% PFA overnight at 4�C. 0,25% Triton X solution (ref. T-8787,

Sigma) was added for 30 min at RT. 1% BSA blocking buffer (ref. A9647, Sigma) was then added for 4 hrs at RT. Lectin staining (dilution 1:100;

ref. UEA-1 lectin Vector Laboratories RL-1062) was performed for 24 hrs. The stained PDTs and gels were washed at least 4 times with PBS at

30min of interval (one washingwas overnight at 4�C). Then anti-CD31 (dilution 1:250; ref. CB13678, Cell Applications) was prepared and let for

72 hrs of incubation at 4�C. Secondary antibody directed against the primary antibody was incubated for 24 hrs at 4�C (dilution 1:200; ref.

A32723, Invitrogen). Finally, DAPI solution (dilution 1:3000 in distilled water; ref. B-2883, Sigma) was added for one hour at RT. PBS washing

was done before acquisition in LSMZeiss 800 confocalmicroscopy. Z-stack imageswere captured using 1mmslice (with approximatively 60-70

XY images) and presented as maximum z-projections. Image analysis in 3D view and orthogonal projections in XY, XZ, YZ were done on the

Imaris software. Quantification of CD31+ cells was performed using NIH Image J.

For acquisition on the light-sheet microscopy, samples were sent fixed and stained to IMACTIV-3D, Toulouse. The workflow was created

with BioRender (LU25ETXLXP).

Secretome analysis

Cytokines and interleukines analyzed were CD31 (PECAM-1), EGF, FGF-2, G-CSF, HGF, IL-8, Leptin, PDGF-BB, Syndecan, VEGF-A, VEGF-D,

Angiopoietin-1, BMP-9, EMMPRIN, Follistatin, HB-EGF, LYVE-1 and TIE-2. These cytokines and interleukines were designed by Procarta Plex

with the Human Angiogenesis panel 18-plex (ref. EPX180-15806-901, Invitrogen). For quantification of IFN-g in the supernatant, the IFN-g

human ELISA kit (ref. KHC4021, Invitrogen) was used according to the supplier protocol.

Protein extraction and quantification

Organoids from the same condition were pooled (6 in number) in an Eppendorf and rinsed with PBS. The PBS was removed, and the organo-

ids were frozen at -80�C before extraction. RIPA lysis buffer (ref. 89901, ThermoScientific) supplemented with Phosstop (ref. 04 906 837 001,

Roche) and cOmplete tablets (ref. 4693116001, Roche) was used to lyse the organoids under sonication to perform protein extraction. The

amount of protein was quantified using the DC protein assay kit (ref. 500-0116, Bio-Rad) according to the supplier’s recommendations.

Proteomics in cell lysates

For experiments relative to culture with PBMCs, cytokines and interleukines analyzed were CD27, CD28, CD137 (4-1BB), GITR, HVEM, BTLA,

CD80, CD152 (CTLA-4), IDO, LAG-3, PD-1, PD-L1, PD-L2 and TIM-3. These cytokines and interleukines were designed by Procarta Plex with

the Human Immuno-oncology panel I 14-plex (ref. EPX14A-15803-901, Invitrogen). The protocol was drawn according to the manufacturer’s

indications. Only detectable cytokines were shown in this article.

Flow cytometry acquisition for analyses of PBMCs’ subpopulations in PBMCs and dissociated PDTs

Following the thawing of PBMCs, PBMCs subpopulation were investigated with cell surface markers staining. The PBMCs subpopulations

were studied with this panel: Live/dead FVS575V (dilution 1:1000; ref. L34955, Invitrogen), anti-CD45 V450 (ref. 560367, BD Biosciences),

anti-CD3 AF700 (ref. 317340, Biolegend), anti-CD14 V500 (ref. 561391, BD Biosciences), anti-CD16 FITC (ref. 335035, BD Biosciences), anti-

HLA DR APC Cy7 (ref. 307618, Biolegend), anti-CD4 PE (ref. 555347, BD Pharmingen), anti-CD8 BV650 (ref. 301042, Biolegend), anti-CD20

PE Cy7 (ref. 130-111-340, Miltenyi), anti-CD56 PE Cy7 (ref. 130-113-313, Miltenyi) and anti-CD11c PE Cy5 (ref. 301610, Biolegend). Incubation

with Live/Dead reagent and antibodies was for 30min at 4�C in the darkness. After 30min of incubation, cells were centrifuged at 350g during

8 min at 4�C and resuspended in 100mL of PBS before acquisition on the MACSQuant 16 (Miltenyi Germany).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Data was analyzed using GraphPad Prism 9. The statistical method used was a paired two-tailed Student’’s t-test to determine cell viability of

antiangiogenic, and chemotherapy treatments based on the ratio of the resorufin fluorescence signal of treated PDTs to that of untreated (or

mock) PDTs on day 4 after treatment. This t-test was also used to compare changes in proteins under antiangiogenic, and chemotherapy

treatments to that of untreated (or mock). n represents the number of patients used for each assay and a significance threshold of p<0,05

was used to determine a significant effect of a treatment.
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